Abstract. An estimation problem of water quality of a river is considered. The BOD (biochemical oxygen demand) and DO (dissolved oxygen) are regarded as two major quantities to investigate the water quality. First, based on the couple of steady-state transport equations for substance concentrations, the stable water quality equations are derived, and then the state space representation is obtained. By formulating the observation process from which the observation data on the BOD and DO are measured, the Kalman filter is derived. Finally, simulation studies are presented.
1. Introduction. Nowadays the environmental problem is recognized worldwide as one of problems to be solved urgently in order to maintain our comfortable life. Specifically, the water quality management is one of the most important subjects. For the analysis of self-purification of water quality of a river, the most famous mathematical model was launched first by Streeter and Phelps in 1925 [1] , giving their attention to BOD (biochemical oxygen demand) and DO (dissolved oxygen). From that time down to this day, several mathematical models have been proposed to describe the response of pollution bodies in water, and many researches have been developed (e.g., see [2] [3] [4] ). Especially, in Japan, two serial research projects on the environmental engineering for rivers were conducted under the control of the Ministry of Education during 1987-92, and their fruits were published in books [5, 6] .
As well-known, there are several indices such as pH, BOD, DO, COD (chemical oxygen demand), etc. for showing pollution levels of a river. Among them, the indices BOD and DO are considered to be exceptionally important because BOD and DO are two major indices for life in the water to survive. So, in this paper these two are employed as indices of water quality of a river as Streeter and Phelps did. Although the Streeter-Phelps water quality model can be applied to such long, gentle rivers flowing through the Continent, it is
